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Tooth fairies and poems

Tooth Fairy Letters

We all know that tooth fairies come when children 
lose their teeth. They are very small and come in 
the middle of the night. They’re also very kind and 
gentle and always leave a gift.
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Tooth fairies spend all of their 
lives working through the night 
to find those perfect teeth that 
only children have. 
They take them back to their 
home in Tooth Fairy Land 
where, with a little bit of 
magic, they turn the teeth into 
precious pieces of jewellery for 
the Princess of Fairies or, make 
them into tiny pieces of furniture 
for the Fairy Folk.Sa
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The night was dark, the stars were my light,The night was dark, the stars were my light,The night was dark, the stars were my light,The night was dark, the stars were my light,
Your baby tooth was my goal tonightYour baby tooth was my goal tonightYour baby tooth was my goal tonightYour baby tooth was my goal tonight
Gently sleeping, dreams you made,Gently sleeping, dreams you made,Gently sleeping, dreams you made,Gently sleeping, dreams you made,
Your tooth I took, your treat I gave,Your tooth I took, your treat I gave,Your tooth I took, your treat I gave,Your tooth I took, your treat I gave,

In Tooth Fairy Land we laughed and danced,  In Tooth Fairy Land we laughed and danced,  In Tooth Fairy Land we laughed and danced,  In Tooth Fairy Land we laughed and danced,  
A beautiful tooth, I can tell at a glance.A beautiful tooth, I can tell at a glance.A beautiful tooth, I can tell at a glance.A beautiful tooth, I can tell at a glance.

Keep brushing those teeth, all shiny and whiteKeep brushing those teeth, all shiny and whiteKeep brushing those teeth, all shiny and whiteKeep brushing those teeth, all shiny and white
I’m waiting in Tooth Fairy Land I’m waiting in Tooth Fairy Land I’m waiting in Tooth Fairy Land I’m waiting in Tooth Fairy Land 

to return in the night.to return in the night.to return in the night.to return in the night.
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In this pocket you will find
A teensy, tiny tooth of mine.

So while I sleep where
dreams are made,

Let's see if we can make a trade. 
In this pocket I will lay,

the little tooth I lost today.
Please, dear fairy,
tonight as I sleep
leave me a coin.

My tooth you can keep.Sa
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She came in the night
and vanished away...
with the tooth I pulled

out yesterday. 
If I could follow,
I bet I’d spy

a mountain of teeth that
would reach the sky!
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A tooth fell out and left a space
so big my tongue could touch my face.
And every time I smile I show,
a space where something used to grow.
I miss my tooth as you can guess.
But then, I have to BRUSH ONE LESS!
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Dear Nathan,
It’s time for your check-up so I’ve made 
an appointment for you on Tuesday 3rd

April at 3.30 pm. 
I look forward to seeing you then.

Yours sincerely,
Mr Floss

The Dental Surgery
3 Cavity Lane
Brushington
BD3 5XZ
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Dear Nathan,
Thank you for the tooth. I was really excited to come to 
your house tonight. I hope I was not too noisy. You were 
so brave at the dentist today. Everybody was so proud of 
you. I am leaving you a little something in exchange for 
your tooth. Thank you very much. Remember, keep 
brushing!!!!

Love,
The Tooth Fairy 
xxx

Tooth Fairy Land
20th November
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Dear Sam,
I just wanted to remind you that it is very important to 
brush your teeth. You need to brush them in the 
morning and before you go to bed at night. Then your 
teeth will stay healthy and your smile will stay shiny. 
Have a lovely day and keep on brushing your teeth. 
I will come to see you when you lose your first tooth.

Best Wishes
The Tooth Fairy
xxx

Tooth Fairy Land
3rd August
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Dear Jonathan,
Thank you for your very first tooth. I couldn’t believe my 
eyes when I saw it. You have done a wonderful job taking 
care of your teeth. I think that it was the whitest and 
brightest tooth I have ever collected. It will help to make a 
beautiful necklace for our Fairy Princess. She will be so 
pleased with it!
I have left something under your pillow as a special thank 
you for your beautiful tooth. I’ll look forward to coming back 
when your other baby teeth come out.

Love,
The Tooth Fairy
xxx 

Tooth Fairy Land
5th September
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Dear Emma,
Last night, while you were fast asleep, I quietly 
entered your room and looked under your pillow.
There I found the tooth that someone had kindly 
told me you had lost. What a magnificent tooth! 
It was one of the best I’ve ever found and will be 
put to good use. 

A great big thank you from,
Your friend the tooth fairy.
xxx

Tooth Fairy Land
10th October
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Dear Jenny,
Thank you for leaving me a note under your pillow last 
night. We are happy to leave a little something in the 
case of lost or stolen teeth as usually they are found by 
our fairy friends and returned to us. Your tooth was 
indeed found and our Tooth Fairy Investigators have 
confirmed that the tooth belonged to you.
We look forward to seeing you when you need us again. 

Best Wishes,
The Chief Tooth Fairy

Tooth Fairy Land
1st December
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Tooth fairy story

Dear Mr Roly,
Thank you for leaving your tooth under your 
pillow but I’m afraid I can’t accept it. Please try 
to understand that we can only use children’s 
teeth and you are a grown up!

Yours faithfully,
The Tooth Fairy

Tooth Fairy Land
1st January
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